VIRTUAL SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Program Information

Discovery Center of Idaho
OVERVIEW & PRICING

DISCOVERY IS POSSIBLE EVERYWHERE!

Our Virtual School Programs offer engaging, virtual learning experiences via pre-recorded and live-Zoom classes that expose students and families to STEAM learning in the classroom, at home, or on the road.

Outside of the Treasure Valley? No problem! The Discovery Center is happy to ship activity materials to classrooms across Idaho.

ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE:
- Digital Educator Resource Guide with links to resources, standards connections, videos, worksheets & activities
- Up to 2 content-related synchronous OR asynchronous videos (detailed below)
- (Optional) Hands on Arts &/or Science project materials along with detailed, written & recorded instructions

PRICING

PRE-RECORDED PACKAGE:
- Exquisite Creatures: $20 (2 videos)
- Matter Splatter: $10 (1 video)
- TINKER THE T-REX: $10 (1 video)

OPTIONAL MATERIALS KIT:
All Packages: $3 per student

LIVE ZOOM PACKAGE:
Video access & materials for 10 students: $45
Additional $3 per student over 10 (i.e. Class of 30 students = $105)

*There is no minimum order!

CONTACT US

Email education@dcidaho.org or contact our Education Coordinator at (208) 343-9895 ext. 224.

SPONSORED BY:

Request your virtual package - CLICK HERE
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PACKAGE I: EXQUISITE CREATURES

IDEAL FOR GRADES 3RD - 5TH | AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2021 - FEBRUARY 2022

*Exquisite Creatures* is a celebration of the awe-inspiring scope of Earth’s biodiversity. The exhibit showcases artist Chris Marley’s three-dimensional displays of animals, minerals, and plants from all over the world.

This package will feature educational content about biodiversity, conservation, and how art connects with science in sometimes unexpected ways.

**Request your virtual package - CLICK HERE**

**PACKAGE INCLUDES:**

- 2 pre-recorded videos: (1) Introduction to *Exquisite Creatures* & Exploration of Scientific Themes, approx. 23 mins; (2) Connecting Art, Science & Math in *Exquisite Creatures*, approx. 19 mins
- Digital Educator Resource Guide
- Full Video transcripts
- Detailed “STEAM Mural” art project instructions

**Sample our Exquisite Creatures video - CLICK HERE**

**STEAM MURAL ART PROJECT MATERIALS KIT (OPTIONAL):**

- $3 PER STUDENT
  - Pre-painted circular canvas
  - Sticker book(s)
  - Foam brushes
  - Mod podge

---

*DISCOVERY Center of Idaho*
PACKAGE II: MATTER SPLATTER

Matter Splatter offers a unique opportunity for students to dive into the world of material science and engineering. Exploring how scientists’ ability to understand, control and combine materials produce some of the most advanced technology in existence today!

This package will feature educational content about atomic structures and an introduction to the table of elements.

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
- 1 pre-recorded video: Matter Matters! approx. 19 mins
- Digital Educator Resource Guide
- Full Video transcripts
- Detailed “Milk Toy” science project instructions

MILK TOY SCIENCE PROJECT MATERIALS KIT (OPTIONAL):

$3 PER STUDENT
- Mixing bowls
- White vinegar (4Tbps/ student)
- Paper towels
- Spoon
- Cheesecloth
- Rubberbands
- Toy molds

NOT INCLUDED: 2% MILK, HEAT SOURCES, MEASURING CUPS AND PAINT/SHARPIES/MARKERS FOR DECORATION

Request your virtual package - CLICK HERE

Sample our Matter Splatter video - CLICK HERE
Did you know that fossils can tell stories? And Tinker — the most complete fossilized skeleton of a juvenile (or teenage) T. rex ever found — has plenty to share! What was life like for a young T. rex? How does the dinosaur era still impact us today? Imagine, experiment, and discover fun facts with the Discovery Center of Idaho and our resident T. rex, Tinker!

Q-TIP DINOSAUR SCIENCE PROJECT MATERIALS KIT (OPTIONAL):
$3 PER STUDENT
- Black construction paper
- Q-tips
- Glue
- White Crayons

NOT INCLUDED: SCISSORS

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
- 1 pre-recorded video: Tinkering with Tinker the T-rex! approx. 19 mins
- Digital Educator Resource Guide
- Full Video transcripts
- Detailed "Q-tip Dinosaur" art project instructions

REQUEST YOUR VIRTUAL PACKAGE - CLICK HERE

SAMPLE OUR TINKERING WITH TIKER VIDEO - CLICK HERE
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PACKAGE DESCRIPTIONS
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LIVE ZOOM VIRTUAL LEARNING
AVAILABLE FOR PACKAGE TOPICS I, II, III

Looking for a more personal and interactive experience? Sign up for a live-Zoom Virtual Learning Package!

Request your live Zoom package - CLICK HERE

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

- 30 minutes live-Zoom presentation by Discovery Center of Idaho Educator
- 30 minutes live-Zoom activity instruction
- Activity materials for up to 10 students ($3/student over 10)
- Digital Educator Resource Guide
- Pre-recorded video(s) & transcripts
- Detailed activity instructions

CONTACT US

For more information or questions, contact education@dcidaho.org or contact our Education Coordinator at (208) 343-9895 ext. 224.